Students choose a course and/or complete three credits in the Service category, of the Citizenship, Community and Service Inquiry, that addresses that category’s learning outcomes.

Service Learning Outcome:
- Student examines the theoretical and/or applied aspects of community service through coursework and/or through active engagement in a service-earning experience and demonstrates:
  - the ability to apply discipline-specific and/or interdisciplinary knowledge and critical thinking skills to community issues.
  - critical self-reflection of the student’s own assumptions and values as applied to community issues.
  - knowledge and sensitivity to issues of culture, diversity, and social justice as applied to community engagement.

US Military Service for CC credit
Successful completion of one or more years of volunteer US military service completes the CC category. Contact the Registrar’s Office for more information on what documentation is required or if non-US military service may be applicable to this category.

Service Learning Opportunities for CC credit
Student engages in a service-learning experience through an individual study or internship under the advisement of a faculty member that includes an academic component and is registered for academic credit. Instructions for application and criteria for approval are provided on the Request for Internship or Individual Study to be considered for General Education Citizenship, Community, Service category form, available on the Registrar’s form page.

Courses focused on Service
DANC 310: Dance Ensemble
DANC 311: Dance Performance Study and Tour
DANC 344: Dance Education and Outreach
ENG 210: News Reporting and Writing Workshop
ENG 411: Advanced Digital Journalism Workshop
ENG 481: Theory and Practice of Writing, Tutoring, and Conferencing
FTV 381: Higher Ground
IES 103: Philosophy of Helping
IES 295: Education Fieldwork
LEAD 320: Great Leaders: Ethics, Passion and Service
LEAD 384: Ethnic Studies Activism: Theory and Practice
LEAD 485: Leadership in Times of Crisis: Case Studies in Disaster Response
MATH 280: Mathematics Tutoring
PHIL 325: Albert Schweitzer: His Life and Thought
PSY 492: Psychology Internship
SCI 320: STEM in Action: The integration of STEM education and service-learning
SCI 420: STEM in Action: The development of STEM pedagogies in service-learning